M Ed Two Year Programme
S.Cul.1 (k) : Culture, Cognition and Education

Maximum Marks: 100
Course Rationale and Objectives:
This Course aims to build a more nuanced understanding of human mind as inherently social,
cognition as a situated cultural practice, learning as a cultural way of meaning-making &
knowledge construction, pedagogy as a process of social collaboration in a community of
learners, assessment as a dynamic process, and transformative potential of school as a way of
articulating voice and raising consciousness by supporting and nurturing all children irrespective
of their social origins, economic position or cultural locatedness. It entails examining the bearing
of this contextualist view of mind on educational inquiry, research and discourse, specifically the
curricular and assessment practices as seen in the context of cultural meanings and experiences
that diverse learners bring to the classroom.
Unit I :

Cultural Context of Cognition: Perspectives and Paradigm shifts in the
conceptions of cognition by drawing upon critical discourse in cultural psychology,
anthropology and linguistics; Critique of cognitive universalism and scientism as
the 'mainstream' view; Role of culture in psychic diversity; Building a nuanced
understanding of the contextualist view of mind with special reference to
Vygotsky’s
Sociocultural-historical framework of human development ;
Understanding cognition as a situated practice by drawing upon the seminal works of
contemporary cultural theorists like Cole, Lave, Scribner and Rogoff; interface
between socio-cultural, socio-lingual and psychological aspects of cognition;
cultural-contextual perspective of cognition with particular reference to the multicultural and multi-lingual Indian context.

Unit II :

Children’s Thinking, Learning and Schooling: Critically examining the debates
and dialectics that revolve around the developmental and cultural differences in the
way children think and learn; Intuitive thinking and analytical thinking ; Examining
specific aspects of children's thinking such as development of causality,
concepts of time, space, mass and number; reasoning and problem solving;
relationship between language and thought, social perception and cognition;
developing understanding of alternative frameworks within which children
make-sense of their early understanding of scientific and mathematical concepts ;
children's drawing and play — topics to be discussed with the help of relevant
theoretical perspectives.

Unit III :

Critical Literacy and Pedagogy: Examining cultural politics that undergird
traditional notions of writing, reading, language experiences; Understanding critical
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literacy and orality as it exists in its multiple forms, as linked to the diverse cultural
and linguistic identities; Indigenous Knowledge and School knowledge; Folk
psychology and folk pedagogy; Visible and invisible pedagogy (deconstructing
interplay of pedagogic assumptions, stereotypes and ideologies in a socially &
culturally diverse classroom).
Unit IV:

Rethinking Minds, Cultures and Education: Rethinking education as a libratory
and social transformative process that empowers culturally diverse & socially
marginalized children to articulate their voice, concerns, and develop critical
consciousness. A re-defined view of mind, knowledge, learner and pedagogy will be
discussed in the context of case studies that have inspired school practices:
Hoshangabad Science Teaching Project (HSTP), the Milwaukee-based Teacher
Journal Rethinking Schools; the Culturally Relevant Pedagogy as conceptualized by
Lisa Delpit, Gloria Ladson-Billings and others, and the Citizen School Project in
Brazil.

Unit V:

Students are expected to write two positional papers on the basis of their critical
understanding of a select writings of Vygotsky and contemporary cultural theorists;
undertake an individually designed project that links their conceptual understanding
with school practices as they get enacted and experienced by learners; and some
similar applicative assignments as specified in the Course rationale.
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